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Aristotle on the Stopping and Starting Problem 

Lianghua (Glenn) Zhou 

 

Some old puzzles about boundaries still haunt metaphysicians today.  The stopping and 

starting problem, which can be traced back to Plato and Aristotle,1 is one of such puzzles.2  

This puzzle can be framed in terms of a limiting instant that divides an interval of motion 

and an interval of rest.  In particular, we get the stopping problem and the starting problem 

respectively by switching the order of the two intervals.  The stopping problem concerns the 

transition from motion to rest, while the starting problem concerns the transition from rest 

to motion.  Setting aside this difference, here is the puzzle: To which interval does the 

limiting instant, say t0, belong?  The interval of motion, or the interval of rest, or both, or 

neither?  If you say that t0 belongs to one interval and not the other, then you face the 

difficulty that there seems to be no more reason to say that t0 belongs to one interval than to 

say that t0 belongs to the other.3  Alternatively, if you say that t0 belongs to both intervals, 

then you must accept that at t0 an object is both moving and resting, which violates the 

principle of non-contradiction.  Lastly, if you say that t0 belongs to neither interval, then you 

must accept that at t0 an object is neither moving nor resting, which violates the principle of 

excluded middle, if motion and rest are contradictories.  So whichever option you choose, 

you will be in trouble. 

                                                            
1 Plato discusses this puzzle in the Parmenides (156c-157a), and Aristotle writes extensively on the same 
puzzle in the Physics, especially Books 6 and 8. 
2 See Chisholm 1984, Hestevold 1986, Jackson and Pargetter 1986, Smith 1997, Varzi 1997, 2013, Weber and 
Cotnoir 2015.  The puzzle was also discussed by Leonardo, Suárez, Descartes, Bolzano, Brentano, etc. 
3 This is the so-called “indifference premise”, which has the form, “there is no more reason for p than for q”.  
It can be used to establish an indifference argument, forcing one not to affirm p or q exclusively.  Makin (1993) 
and Sattler (2020) have convincingly argued that this type of argument is found in ancient philosophical sources.  
The indifference argument might be treated as implying the principle of sufficient reason, but not necessarily.  
See Makin (1993, 3-5) for a helpful discussion of this matter. 
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        You might think the last point is the weakest, so that you might not give up the principle 

of excluded middle, since motion and rest need not be viewed as contradictories, while this 

principle applies only to contradictories.4  But then you cannot solve the puzzle generally, 

as the puzzle can be revived by replacing mere contraries with contradictories (e.g., consider 

the transition between white and not-white).  You might, like Eubulides of Miletus, use this 

sort of case to construct a sorites series and worry whether it is ever possible to find a limiting 

instant that divides the intervals of white and not-white sharply.5  But if you, like Aristotle 

in Physics 8.8, grant the existence of a sharp boundary between the different intervals 

(263b15-17), then you cannot solve the puzzle in this way simply by appeal to vagueness.  

Moreover, if you, like Aristotle in 6.3, still believe that the limiting instant, being the end of 

the past and the beginning of the future, belongs to both intervals (233b35-234a2, 35), you 

cannot even choose the third option.  For you will then just choose the second option and 

violate the principle of non-contradiction, which governs both contraries and contradictories, 

while motion and rest are contraries even if they are not contradictories (5.6, 229b25-6). 

        Yet Aristotle himself is not clear on whether he prefers the first or second option.  In 

6.3, he chooses the second option, affirming that the limiting instant belongs to both the 

interval of motion and the interval of rest.  Commentators tend to believe that he there denies 

                                                            
4 Contradictories (ἀντιφάσεις) are stronger than mere contraries (τἀναντία): the former requires properties to 
be mutually inconsistent and exhaustive, but the latter only requires properties to be mutually inconsistent.  For 
example, white and not-white are contradictories, because they are mutually inconsistent and exhaustive when 
applied to the same object, that is, the same object cannot be both white and not-white, nor can it be neither 
white nor not-white.  In contrast, white and black are mere contraries, because they are mutually inconsistent 
but not mutually exhaustive—the same object cannot be both white and black, but it can be neither white nor 
black (e.g., it can be grey).  This shows that the principle of excluded middle applies to contradictories rather 
than mere contraries, while the principle of non-contradiction applies to both.  For Aristotle’s discussion of 
this distinction as well as its relation to the two principles, see Metaph. 4.6, 1011b15-19; 10.4, 1055b1-2.  Since 
Aristotle takes the principle of non-contradiction to apply to both contradictories and contraries, some scholars 
prefer to call this principle “the principle of non-conflicts” (Annas 1981, 137) or “the principle of opposites” 
(Robinson 1971, 38).  For discussion, see also Horn 2018 and Sattler 2020, 34. 
5 For a helpful discussion of the early history of sorites paradoxes, see Williamson 1994, chapter 1.  See also 
Kneale and Kneale 1962, Barnes 1982, and Burnyeat 1982. 
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the possibility of motion or rest at an instant and thus avoids violating the principle of non-

contradiction.6  In contrast, in 8.8, he seems to switch to the first option, taking the limiting 

instant to belong always to the later interval (and not to the earlier one),7 although there 

appears to be no clear reason for privileging the later interval over the earlier one. 

        The problem here is not just that Aristotle seems to hold inconsistent views about how 

to solve the stopping and starting problem.  More importantly, it is open to doubt whether 

either of his solutions succeeds without incurring a significant cost.  As Owen (1957-8) 

points out, while denying the possibility of motion at an instant may well help to solve the 

puzzle, doing so leads to the notorious problem for Aristotelian dynamics that it cannot 

handle acceleration at an instant on which much of modern dynamics depends.  One might 

object that this is not a fair constraint on Aristotle, for he might just lack the relevant 

resources to develop such a theory as modern dynamics does.  However, there is evidence 

showing that even Aristotle himself takes it to be absurd to deny the possibility of 

instantaneous change (1.3, 186a13-16).  Solving the puzzle by denying motion at an instant, 

then, makes his own physical theory incoherent.  Alternatively, assigning the limiting instant 

only to the later interval certainly helps to avoid a contradiction.  But if there is no more 

reason to assign the limiting instant to the later interval than to the earlier one, an indifference 

argument will force Aristotle to the other two options.  So either way, he is still in trouble. 

        These problems, though, need not make us pause.  I believe that we can get around 

them and obtain a better and more charitable reading of Aristotle’s solutions to the stopping 

and starting problem.  To do this, I shall begin by clarifying the basic framework he sets out 

                                                            
6 See Waterlow 1982, 1983, Sorabji 1983, Sherry 1986, Strobach 1998, Bartha 2001, Bostock 2006, and Sattler 
2020. 
7 There is also a puzzling qualification for this, “insofar as the thing is concerned” (τῷ πράγματι, 263b10-11). 
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in Physics 6.1 and 6.2 for his discussion of the puzzle (Section 1).  I shall then show how he 

frames the puzzle in 6.3 and solves a version of the puzzle there without contradicting 

modern dynamics or making his own physical theory incoherent (Section 2).  Following 

these discussions, I will introduce his solution to a slightly different version of the same 

puzzle in 8.8 and examine two different readings, showing that both face difficulties (Section 

3).  I will then offer a new reading of that solution based on his theory of the boundary of 

change, which I defended in the previous chapter, showing that it does not lead to an 

indifference argument (Section 4).  I shall conclude by suggesting a way to reconcile 

Aristotle’s solution to the stopping and starting problem in 8.8 with his solution in 6.3 

(Section 5). 

 

1. Basic Framework: Two Accounts of Continuity 

The stopping and starting problem is a thorny puzzle especially for those who believe that 

time is continuous, whether they think of time’s being continuous in terms of having densely 

packed instants (a Leibnizian or Russellian approach), or in terms of having intervals 

connected by instants as common extremities (an Aristotelian approach).8   For they require 

no gap between different intervals of time, which blocks the third option and forces them to 

choose between the first two, while choosing either seems problematic.  It is not an accident, 

then, that Aristotle does not raise the stopping and starting problem until he has given his 

accounts of continuity as the basic framework.  Specifically, his main discussion of the 

stopping and starting problem starts in Physics 6.3.  Before that, in 6.1, he repeats the same 

account of continuity as he discussed in 5.3 and then, in 6.2, he develops another related 

                                                            
8 Most contemporary metaphysicians endorse the former approach.  For a recent survey and helpful discussion 
of the two different approaches to continuum, see Link 2022. 
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account of continuity.  Although an earlier discussion of the stopping and starting problem 

can be found in Plato, from whom Aristotle might have drawn inspiration, Plato argues that 

the change between motion and rest must occur beyond time, belonging neither to the interval 

of motion nor to the interval of rest (Parm. 156c-157a).  Plato therefore chooses the third 

option, which implies that there must be a gap between the intervals of motion and rest.9  

This, however, is different from Aristotle’s solutions.  But before we get into the weeds, we 

must look at the framework he sets out for his discussion of the stopping and starting problem.  

        Intuitively, if two things10 are continuous with one another, there is nothing between 

them: they are immediately next to one another.  While this may well be true, it is too broad 

to capture the distinctive nature of continuity, since the same applies to contiguity as well.  

For example, we may push two different boxes immediately next to one another, but doing 

this seems to make them only contiguous, rather than also continuous, with one another.11  

Like us, Aristotle recognizes that contiguity comes very close to continuity, affirming that 

the latter is a species of the former (Phys. 5.3, 227a10).  But he goes further and distinguishes 

continuity from contiguity.  To do so, he refers to the extremities of things: 

…συνεχῆ μὲν ὧν τὰ ἔσχατα ἕν, ἁπτόμενα δ’ ὧν ἅμα… 
…things are continuous when their extremities are one, and they touch when their 
extremities are together… (6.1, 231a22-3) 
 

                                                            
9 Plato, unlike Aristotle, seems to take motion and rest to be contradictories (Phaedo 78b-79b and Soph. 250a).  
But if motion and rest are contradictories, choosing the third option violates the principle of excluded middle.  
Plato seems to grant this, saying that there is no time in which anything can be neither moving nor resting 
simultaneously, but he uses this as one of his premises to derive the conclusion that, for any changes between 
motion and rest, the changes themselves must be beyond time (Parm. 156c).  Following Plato, Plotinus, in his 
criticism of Aristotle’s theory of change, also emphasizes the timeless nature of change (Enn. 6.1.16).  For 
discussion of Plato, see Sattler 2020, 318.  For discussion of Plotinus, see Chiaradonna 2004, 127. 
10 I use “things” broadly, including objects, states, processes, properties, spatial magnitudes, and time intervals. 
11 I borrow this example from Chisholm 1983, 88. 
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Aristotle thus distinguishes continuity from contiguity12 by saying that the former requires 

the extremities of things to be one, while the latter just requires the extremities of things to 

be together.  The basic idea is that when the neighboring extremities of two things are 

together, that is, when there is no gap between the extremities,13 these extremities may still 

be two in number and thus the two things are merely contiguous with one another; but when 

these extremities become one in number, the two things change from being merely 

contiguous to being continuous.  To see this, consider, again, the case in which we push two 

different boxes together.  In this case, the boxes are merely contiguous with one another 

because there are still two distinct extremities between the different boxes—each extremity 

belongs to a different box—although there is no gap between these extremities.  But if we 

take one step further and somehow make the two boxes have just one extremity between 

them, say by gluing them,14 then they become continuous with one another. 

        So understood, continuity implies contiguity.  For if the extremities are one, then they 

must be together, i.e. involving no gaps.  Yet the converse does not hold.  For if two different 

things are merely contiguous by having no gap between their neighboring extremities, then 

                                                            
12 Here Aristotle uses the participle “touching” (ἁπτόμενα) to render contiguity, but in 5.3, where he gives the 
exact same account of contiguity, he uses the more technical term “the contiguous” (τὸ ἐχόμενον), as opposed 
to “the continuous” (τὸ συνεχὲς). 
13 Katz (2021), following Alexander’s rendering of “together” (ἅμα) in this context as “fit onto” (ἐφαρμόζειν), 
argues that “together” means “in the same position relative to one another”.  My reading is compatible with 
Katz’s reading except that my reading covers a broader range of things, while her reading seems to cover 
objects only.  Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the notion of position (θέσις) mentioned in Katz’s reading 
is different from the notion of place (τόπος): the former means a certain spatial relation, such as to the left of, 
to the right of, above, below, before, and behind, while the latter, especially when it refers to the proper or 
primary place, means the innermost boundary of what surrounds an object (4.4, 212a20-1).  Aristotle is explicit 
that boundaries are not in place, because only movable objects are in place (4.5, 212b27-9).  On this view, 
although an object’s boundary belongs to the object, the boundary is not by itself a movable object and therefore 
cannot be in place.  Still, this fact does not preclude the possibility that boundaries can be in a position by 
standing in a spatial relation to one another.  When two boundaries, say the neighboring extremities of two 
objects, are together, these boundaries are in the same position, even if they cannot be in the same proper or 
primary place.  For further discussion, see Katz 2021, 243-51 and Pfeiffer 2018, 152-5. 
14 Aristotle thinks there are different degrees of unity by a rivet, glue, or organic union, which all count as 
legitimate ways to make things one (5.3, 15-17). 
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it is still possible that they are not continuous, provided that their extremities might not yet 

be one.  Moreover, that the extremities of things become one implies that things become one.  

For when we glue two boxes, we make these boxes a continuous whole by making them 

share a common extremity.  In this way, the two boxes become parts of a single continuous 

box, which has these parts continuous with one another.  So we get Aristotle’s first account 

of continuity in terms of the unity of extremities: 

UNITY The continuous is that which consists of parts that are continuous with one another, 
that is, of parts whose extremities are one. 
 

This, Aristotle argues, further implies that nothing continuous can be composed by 

indivisibles (6.1, 231a24).  For a continuous whole, such as a line, requires its parts to be 

continuous with one another by having their extremities as one, while indivisibles, such as 

points, have no extremities and therefore cannot be continuous with one another by having 

their extremities as one.15 

        To say that nothing continuous can be composed by indivisibles amounts to saying that 

nothing continuous is divisible into indivisibles.  So everything continuous is divisible into 

what is always further divisible and thus infinitely divisible.  This leads to Aristotle’s other 

account of continuity in terms of infinite divisibility (6.1, 231b15-16; 6.2, 232b24-5):  

DIVISIBILITY The continuous is that which is infinitely divisible.   
 

While the current account of continuity, DIVISIBILITY, is not directly related to Aristotle’s 

discussion of the stopping and starting problem in 6.3, it will be important for assessing some 

readings of his solution to the puzzle in 8.8 as well as an objection to mine, which I will 

                                                            
15 Aristotle makes this argument briefly in 6.1, 231a24-7.  The basic intuition here is that an extremity and a 
thing that has the extremity must be distinct, while an indivisible, such as a point, cannot be further divided 
into an extremity and some other part distinct from the extremity and therefore cannot have an extremity 
distinct from the point itself.  For discussion, see Pfeiffer 2018, 135 and Sattler 2020, 301-2. 
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discuss in Sections 3 and 4.  In the next section, I will show that he frames the puzzle in 6.3 

by directly applying UNITY and further suggests a strategy for solving the puzzle. 

 

2. Aristotle’s Treatment of the Stopping and Starting Problem in Physics 6.3 

In Physics 6.3, Aristotle begins by assuming that a now is an indivisible extremity that 

belongs to two neighboring intervals of time, viz. the past and the future.  He also argues 

that a now, being the extremity of both intervals of time, must be one in number (233b33-

234a6).  So understood, a now is an instant, which serves as a single extremity of both the 

past and the future, making time a continuous whole, according to UNITY. 

        In Aristotle’s eyes, this last claim would lead to the stopping and starting problem if we 

add some other assumptions:  

ἔτι δ’ εἰ τὸ αὐτὸ μέν ἐστι τὸ νῦν ἐν ἀμφοῖν τοῖν χρόνοιν, ἐνδέχεται δὲ τὸν μὲν κινεῖσθαι τὸν δ’ 
ἠρεμεῖν ὅλον, τὸ δ’ ὅλον κινούμενον τὸν χρόνον ἐν ὁτῳοῦν κινηθήσεται τῶν τούτου καθ’ ὃ 
πέφυκε κινεῖσθαι, καὶ τὸ ἠρεμοῦν ὡσαύτως ἠρεμήσει, συμβήσεται τὸ αὐτὸ ἅμα ἠρεμεῖν καὶ 
κινεῖσθαι· τὸ γὰρ αὐτὸ ἔσχατον τῶν χρόνων ἀμφοτέρων, τὸ νῦν. 
Moreover, inasmuch as it is the same now that belongs to both the times, and it is possible 
for a thing to be in motion throughout one interval of time and to be at rest throughout the 
other, and that which is in motion or at rest for the whole of a time will be in motion or at 
rest in everything that belongs to it in which it is of such a nature as to be in motion or at 
rest: it will follow that the same thing can at the same time be at rest and in motion; for both 
the times have the same extremity, viz. the now.16 (6.3, 234a34-b5) 
 

The reasoning in this passage is clear.  If we render the present tense of the two Greek verbs, 

κινεῖσθαι and ἠρεμεῖν, as marking the present continuous, meaning “to be moving/in motion” 

and ‘to be resting/at rest’, his argument can be easily reconstructed as follows: 

The Present Continuous Version: 
(1) An instant, C, belongs to two intervals of time, A and B. 
(2) It is possible that an object, D, is moving throughout A and is resting throughout B. 

                                                            
16 I basically use Ross’ translation to help motivate the traditional reading of Aristotle’s solution to the stopping 
and starting problem in 6.3.  The only exception is that I replace “any part of” with “everything that belongs 
to” for ὁτῳοῦν + the genitive to avoid an obvious objection to the traditional reading.  For if we follow Ross 
in rendering this structure as meaning “any part of”, then an extremity, being indivisible, cannot be a part of 
any interval of time (Aristotle is explicit about this in 6.1, 231b10-15), which blocks the final move in the 
current argument. 
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(3) If (2), then it is possible that D is moving in everything that belongs to A and is resting 
in everything that belongs to B. 
(4) So it is possible that D is moving in everything that belongs to A and is resting in 
everything that belongs to B. [From (2) and (3)] 
(5) So it is possible that D is moving in C and is resting in C. [From (1) and (4)] 
 

If this argument goes through, it leads to a serious problem: the conclusion, (5), violates the 

principle of non-contradiction and therefore cannot be true. 

        This result is significant.  On the traditional reading of 6.3, Aristotle seems to rely on 

the idea that nothing can be moving or resting at an instant to avoid the contradiction in (5).17  

More specifically, this reading suggests that his strategy in 6.3 for refuting the above 

argument is to deny (3), saying that it is not true that if it is possible that an object is moving 

throughout one interval of time and is resting throughout another interval, then it is possible 

that the same object is moving in everything that belongs to one interval of time and is resting 

in everything that belongs to another interval.  For on his view, nothing can be moving or 

resting at an instant, even though the instant belongs to both intervals of time. 

        Moreover, on the traditional reading, Aristotle does not just state that nothing can be 

moving or resting at an instant, but he also gives strong arguments to support his view.  Here 

is an argument that appears to support the thesis that nothing can be moving at an instant:  

ὅτι δ’ οὐθὲν ἐν τῷ νῦν κινεῖται, ἐκ τῶνδε φανερόν ἐστιν. εἰ γάρ, ἐνδέχεται καὶ θᾶττον κινεῖσθαι 
καὶ βραδύτερον. ἔστω δὴ τὸ νῦν ἐφ’ ᾧ Ν, κεκινήσθω δ’ ἐν αὐτῷ τὸ θᾶττον τὴν ΑΒ. οὐκοῦν τὸ 
βραδύτερον ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ ἐλάττω τῆς ΑΒ κινηθήσεται, οἷον τὴν ΑΓ. ἐπεὶ δὲ τὸ βραδύτερον ἐν 
ὅλῳ τῷ νῦν κεκίνηται τὴν ΑΓ, τὸ θᾶττον ἐν ἐλάττονι τούτου κινηθήσεται, ὥστε διαιρεθήσεται 
τὸ νῦν. ἀλλ’ ἦν ἀδιαίρετον. οὐκ ἄρα ἔστιν κινεῖσθαι ἐν τῷ νῦν. 
We will now show that nothing can be in motion in a now.  For if this is possible, there can 
be both quicker and slower motion.  Suppose then that in the now N the quicker has traversed 
the distance AB.  That being so, the slower will in the same now have traversed a distance 
less than AB, say AC. But since the slower will have occupied the whole now in traversing 
AC, the quicker will occupy less than this in traversing it.  Thus we shall have a division of 
the now, whereas we found it to be indivisible.  It is impossible, therefore, for anything to 
be in motion in a now.18 (6.3, 234a24-31) 
 

                                                            
17 See n. 6 for references. 
18 Here, again, the translation is from Ross. 
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Indeed, Aristotle states the same thesis twice in the first and last sentences, although there is 

a further question of how to best read it.  Before I examine the details of this argument, I 

want to focus on the two Greek verbs mentioned in the first and last sentences: κινεῖται and 

κινεῖσθαι.  The traditional reading suggests that the present tense of these two verbs, as the 

one used in the previous passage, should pick out the present continuous.  But as Coope (ms.) 

points out, since the Greek present tense does not distinguish between the present continuous 

and a generic present as in English, it can be rendered either way.  Accordingly, there are 

two possible readings of the thesis:  

(PC) Nothing is moving at an instant. 
(GP) Nothing accomplishes a motion at an instant.19 
 

(PC) is a stronger claim than (GP).  (PC) denies that any motion can be going on at an instant, 

while (GP) is compatible with the possibility of ongoing motion at an instant but denies just 

that any motion can be done at an instant.  The traditional reading endorses (PC), saying that 

Aristotle denies that anything can be moving at an instant. 

        However, as Owen (1957-8) suggests, if the traditional reading were correct, Aristotle’s 

theory of dynamics would not allow for the talk of instantaneous velocity and therefore 

leaves no room for initial velocity or force required to start a motion.  This further leads to 

the result that Aristotle’s theory of dynamics cannot handle acceleration at an instant on 

which much of modern dynamics depends.  For this reason, Owen concludes that we should 

dismiss Aristotle’s theory of dynamics as “clumsy”. 

        Yet Owen favors the traditional reading and would not take his criticism of Aristotle’s 

theory of dynamics to undermine this reading.20  For the clumsiness of Aristotle’s theory in 

                                                            
19 For a similar view, see Morison 2013, 179. 
20 For some further discussion, see Lear 1981 and Sattler 2020. 
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comparison with modern dynamics may not be a fair constraint on him, who might just lack 

the relevant resources to develop such a theory as modern dynamics does, and therefore is 

not a sufficient reason for rejecting the traditional reading.  Even so, we will start to find this 

reading suspicious, once we notice that Aristotle in fact expressly takes it to be absurd to 

deny the possibility of instantaneous motion.  For example, when criticizing Melissus’ 

monism in Physics 1.3, Aristotle gives the following verdict: 

εἶτα καὶ τοῦτο ἄτοπον, τὸ παντὸς εἶναι ἀρχήν…καὶ γενέσεως μὴ τῆς ἁπλῆς ἀλλὰ καὶ 
ἀλλοιώσεως, ὥσπερ οὐκ ἀθρόας γιγνομένης μεταβολῆς. 
This is absurd, too, that there is a beginning of everything [that comes to be]…and not only 
of generation without qualification, but also of alteration, as if no change ever took place at 
once. (My emphasis, 1.3, 186a13-16) 
 

Aristotle is explicit that it is absurd to assume that “no change ever took place at once”.  In 

the present context, “at once” (ἀθρόας) is meant to refer to an instant, which is an indivisible 

extremity.21  In 8.3, he makes this very clear: 

οὐ γὰρ εἰ μεριστὸν εἰς ἄπειρα τὸ ἀλλοιούμενον, διὰ τοῦτο καὶ ἡ ἀλλοίωσις, ἀλλ’ ἀθρόα γίγνεται 
πολλάκις, ὥσπερ ἡ πῆξις. 
If the altered thing is infinitely divisible, it does not follow from this that the alteration is 
also [infinitely divisible], but it often takes place at once, just like freezing. (8.3, 186a23-6) 
 

That is, he proposes the following principle: 

INSTANTANEITY An alteration can be instantaneous, taking place at once, even if the 
altered thing is infinitely divisible.   
 

Here, “at once” must refer to an instant because it is supposed to mark the instantaneous 

nature of an alteration, showing that the alteration is not divisible, as opposed to the altered 

thing, which is divisible and infinitely divisible.  “At once”, then, is different from “suddenly” 

(ἐξαίφνης), which is meant to refer to an extremely small interval of time (4.13, 222b15).22  

Moreover, while INSTANTANEITY is proposed particularly for alteration, the context 

                                                            
21 Consider adding a further discussion of the usage of this term to ward off some potential objections. 
22 Compare Aristotle’s usage of this term with Plato’s. 
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suggests that the same principle should also be applicable to other kinds of processes.  For 

immediately after discussing motion and quantitative change, Aristotle states that the same 

applies to alteration and then proposes INSTANTANEITY.  That he thinks changes in general 

can be instantaneous is confirmed by the passage cited from 1.3.23 

        All this shows that Aristotle affirms the possibility of instantaneous motion and takes 

it to be absurd to deny it.  Consequently, the traditional reading, which suggests that he 

expressly denies the possibility of motion at an instant, not only makes his physical theory 

“clumsy” as Owen remarks, but more seriously makes it incoherent.  We therefore need a 

better and more charitable reading than this. 

        As an alternative, I argue that the best reading is to endorse (GP).  In fact, if we pay 

close attention to the grammatical forms of the motion verbs in Aristotle’s argument for the 

thesis that “οὐθὲν ἐν τῷ νῦν κινεῖται”, we will find a strong linguistic reason for (GP).  The 

verb forms there include present middle/passive (κινεῖται, κινεῖσθαι), perfect middle/passive 

(κεκινήσθω, κεκίνηται), and future passive (κινηθήσεται).  While the two present forms are 

ambiguous about their aspects and thus are compatible with both (GP) and (PC), the future 

passive form, like its aorist stem and the perfect forms, has a perfective aspect.24  Bearing 

this piece of information in mind, we should then translate the argument as: 

(a) We will now show that nothing is moving/accomplishes a motion in a now.  For if it does, 
it is possible to be moving/accomplish a motion more quickly or more slowly [in a now].  (b) 
Suppose then that in the now N the quicker has moved the distance AB.  That being so, the 
slower will in the same now have moved a distance less than AB, say AC.  But since the 
slower has moved the distance AC in the whole now, the quicker will have moved that 
distance in less than the now.  So the now will have been divided, whereas we found it to be 
indivisible. (c) So it is not possible to be moving/accomplish a motion in a now. 
 

                                                            
23 Sorabji (1983, 53) seems just to look at 8.3 and concludes that the principle under discussion applies only to 
alteration.  But 1.3 clearly mentions other kinds of changes. 
24 For discussion, see Allan 2003, especially Chapter 4. 
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To help with my analysis, I divide this passage into three parts.  If we try the traditional 

reading and read the present tense of the motion verbs in (a) and (c) as the present continuous, 

it is puzzling how the assumptions and inferences in (b), where all the motion verbs have 

perfect meanings, can derive (a) or (c).  I think a more natural reading of the current passage 

is to read the present tense of the motion verbs in (a) and (c) as a generic present.  For to say 

that one accomplishes a motion just means that one has done the motion.  Read this way, the 

motions verbs in (a) and (c), like the motion verbs in (b), have a perfective aspect.  The 

whole argument, then, is clearly a reductio argument showing that nothing can accomplish 

a motion at an instant. 

        Still, proponents of the traditional reading would maintain that there are other reasons 

to think that Aristotle endorses (PC).  One reason is that Aristotle appears to use (PC) to 

solve Zeno’s paradox of the arrow: 

Ζήνων δὲ παραλογίζεται· εἰ γὰρ αἰεί, φησίν, ἠρεμεῖ πᾶν [ἢ κινεῖται] ὅταν ᾖ κατὰ τὸ ἴσον, ἔστιν 
δ’ αἰεὶ τὸ φερόμενον ἐν τῷ νῦν, ἀκίνητον τὴν φερομένην εἶναι ὀϊστόν. τοῦτο δ’ ἐστὶ ψεῦδος· οὐ 
γὰρ σύγκειται ὁ χρόνος ἐκ τῶν νῦν τῶν ἀδιαιρέτων, ὥσπερ οὐδ’ ἄλλο μέγεθος οὐδέν. 
Zeno argues fallaciously.  For he says that if everything always rests when it is over an equal 
space and what is moving is always in a now, the moving arrow is immovable.  But this is 
false.  For time is not composed by indivisible nows, just as no other magnitude is composed 
by indivisibles. (6.9, 234b5-7) 
 

The paradox, Lear (1981, 91) argues, can be reconstructed as follows: 

(1) Anything that is occupying a space just its own size is resting. 
(2) A moving arrow, while it is moving, is moving at an instant. 
(3) But at the instant the arrow is occupying a space just its own size. 
(4) So at the instant the arrow is resting. 
(5) So a moving arrow, while it is moving, is resting. 
 

On Lear’s reading, Aristotle offers two different responses to this argument.  The first is 

explicit in the cited passage: Aristotle takes Zeno’s reasoning to be fallacious on the grounds 

that time, understood as a temporal duration, is not composed by indivisible instants.  This 

allows Aristotle to argue that even if Zeno is right in saying that the moving arrow is resting 
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at an instant, it does not follow that the moving arrow is resting during the duration of its 

flight.  That is, (5) does not follow from (4).  Moreover, given that (PC) is incompatible with 

(2), which states that a moving arrow is moving at an instant, Aristotle seems also to solve 

the current paradox by denying (2).  To support this reading, Lear cites the passages that I 

cited earlier from 6.3. 

        While I agree with Lear on the first response, I do not think Aristotle uses (PC) to solve 

the current paradox.  If Aristotle did that, he would have mentioned it in the above passage, 

where he discusses how he solves the paradox.  But he does not.  Later in 6.9, when Aristotle 

returns to the same paradox, he again just mentions the first response, without saying 

anything like the second response that Lear and others25 tend to attribute to Aristotle.  More 

importantly, as I just showed, Aristotle expressly affirms the possibility of motion at an 

instant elsewhere in the Physics, which means that he could be perfectly fine with (2).  In 

addition, if he were to deny a premise in Zeno’s argument, he could deny (1) rather than (2).  

For Aristotle carefully distinguishes in 5.2 different senses of “immovable” (ἀκίνητον) and 

implies that an object’s occupying the same position does not necessarily mean that the 

object is resting (226b10-15).  Therefore, reading Aristotle as using (PC) to solve the current 

paradox not only falls short of direct textual evidence, but also is inconsistent with his 

discussion elsewhere. 

        Another reason to endorse (PC), according to the traditional reading, is that Aristotle 

seems to take moving and resting to be relational properties, which always involve an 

                                                            
25 See e.g. Vlastos 1966, 13-14 and Waterfield 2000, 71. 
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interval of time even though they can be defined in terms of an object’s positions or states 

at different instants.26  As he is not explicit about this in 6.3, the best evidence is the following: 

ἔτι δ’ ἠρεμεῖν μὲν λέγομεν τὸ ὁμοίως ἔχον καὶ αὐτὸ καὶ τὰ μέρη νῦν καὶ πρότερον· ἐν δὲ τῷ 
νῦν οὐκ ἔστι τὸ πρότερον, ὥστ’ οὐδ’ ἠρεμεῖν. 
Still, we say that a thing rests if the thing, in whole and in part, is the same in a now as it was 
in the past.  But the past is not contained in a now.  Consequently, nothing rests [in a now]. 
(234b5-7) 
 

If we follow the traditional reading and read the present tense of the verb “rest” (ἠρεμεῖν) as 

the present continuous, then the argument here clearly suggests that an object’s resting is or 

at least requires its being in the same position or state from the past to the present.  This 

seems to presuppose that resting is or implies a relation between an object’s position or state 

in the past and the same position or state in the present.  If resting is or implies a relation and 

if moving is parallel to resting, then moving is or implies a relation as well, viz. a relation 

between an object’s different positions or states in the past and in the present.  So understood, 

both moving and resting require an interval of time: if we consider only a single instant, then 

neither moving nor resting applies.  For this reason, nothing is moving or resting at an instant. 

        However, given that the present tense can be read as a generic present, Aristotle might 

allow for ongoing rest at an instant while denying the possibility of accomplishing a rest at 

an instant, just as he clearly allows for ongoing motion at an instant while denying the 

possibility of accomplishing a motion at an instant.  One might object that they are 

asymmetrical: accomplishing a motion is to finish it, to arrive at its terminus, but 

accomplishing a rest is to do nothing besides just resting.  I reply that this objection 

presupposes an account of rest Aristotle explicitly denies, namely that to rest is just to stay 

in the same position or state.  On his view, rest applies only to that which is of a nature to be 

                                                            
26 Strobach (1998, 52) holds this Russellian view, although he calls such properties “comparative properties”.  
For discussion, see also Sentesy 2017 and Sattler 2021.  
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capable of moving, but is not yet moving (5.2, 226b12-15).  This means that rest will never 

be accomplished if the thing lacks the capacity of moving so that a motion will never occur.  

To accomplish a rest, then, is to finish it, to arrive at its terminus, which is marked by the 

beginning of a motion, just as to accomplish a motion is to finish it, to arrive at its terminus, 

which is marked by the beginning of a rest. 

        If I am right that Aristotle allows for ongoing motion or rest at an instant, there are two 

possible ways of cashing out his notions of instantaneous motion and rest.  He might, like 

Newtonians, treat instantaneous motion and rest as the derivative of a completed event 

during an interval of time.  On this view, instantaneous motion can be defined as the state of 

having nonzero instantaneous velocity, while instantaneous rest can be defined as the state 

of having zero instantaneous velocity, both of which are derived from average velocity.27  

This Newtonian derivative account of instantaneous motion and rest presupposes a 

perdurantist framework, according to which instantaneous motion and rest exists only 

derivatively, while motion and rest, understood as events, essentially have temporal parts. 

        Some might worry that the derivative nature of instantaneous motion and rest already 

shows that motion and rest are not genuinely instantaneous, as they essentially have temporal 

parts.28  To avoid this problem, one might simply treat instantaneous motion and rest as 

fundamental.  Since Aristotle does not have the mathematical tools, such as the derivative 

                                                            
27 Accordingly, instantaneous velocity, being the limit of average velocity when the elapsed time approaches 
zero, is the derivative of a position with respect to an instant, namely the slope of a position function at an 
instant.  For example, if we know that an object moves along a straight line with its position function given by 
x(t) = (t – 1)2 + 1, where x represents a position and t an instant, then we can calculate the instantaneous velocity 
of the object at any instant t simply by using the derivative of the position function, which is 2t – 2 (if we want 
to know how exactly we get this result, we can derive it by plugging the position function in the expression for 
the limit of average velocity when the elapsed time approaches zero, lim

Δ𝑡𝑡→0

𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡+Δ𝑡𝑡)−𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡)
Δ𝑡𝑡

). 
28 For expressions of this kind of worry, see Lear 1981 and Sattler 2020.  Many philosophers of physics today 
similarly worry that the Newtonian derivative account of instantaneous motion might not be appropriate for 
their own theoretical purposes.  For discussion, see Arntzenius 2000, Lange 2005, Smith 2002. 
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of a function, to pursue the first view, I think he would opt for the second view, which 

corresponds to the endurantist view I discussed in Chapter 1.29  On the endurantist view, the 

exact same ongoing motion or rest exists underivatively at each instant and unfolds through 

time.30  What is interesting about this view is that it not only supports Aristotle’s affirmation 

of the possibility of ongoing motion at an instant, but it also coheres with his denial of the 

possibility of accomplishing a motion at an instant.  For on the endurantist view, while 

motion or rest exists underivatively at an instant, its unfolding, which might involve different 

stages of development (especially for motion), can only be done during an interval of time.   

        We can now return to Aristotle’s framing of the stopping and starting problem in 6.3 

and revise it in accordance with my preferred reading.  It proceeds as follows:  

The Generic Present Version: 
(1) An instant, C, belongs to two intervals of time, A and B. 
(2) It is possible that an object, D, accomplishes a motion throughout A and accomplishes a 
rest throughout B. 
(3) If (2), then it is possible that D accomplishes a motion in everything that belongs to A 
and accomplishes a rest in everything that belongs to B. 
(4) So it is possible that D accomplishes a motion in everything that belongs to A and 
accomplishes a rest in everything that belongs to B. [From (2) and (3)] 
(5) So it is possible that D accomplishes a motion in C and accomplishes a rest in C. [From 
(1) and (4)] 
 

Surely, Aristotle can solve this version of the puzzle by denying (3), saying that the fact that 

an object can accomplish a motion or a rest during an interval of time does not imply that it 

                                                            
29 Contrary to my suggestion, Sherry (1986, 393-4), following Waterlow (1982, 1983), argues that Aristotle 
might favor the derivative notion of instantaneous motion and could solve the stopping and starting problem 
by appeal to the partial neutral instant analysis, which assigns the limiting instant to one of the two intervals 
but not both.  I reject both points: First, Aristotle has neither the mathematical tools nor the need to develop 
that notion.  Commentators assign the derivative notion to him because they want to reconcile his denial of the 
possibility of instantaneous motion with the everyday discussion of ongoing motion at an instant.  But this kind 
of motivation turns on the wrong presupposition that he denies the possibility of instantaneous motion.  Second, 
I do not think the partial neutral analysis based on classical topology is promising in Aristotle’s eyes.  For more 
on this point, see Section 3. 
30 I am basically following the endurantist reading of Aristotle’s notion of motion defended by Charles (2018).  
Charles is not explicit whether the same framework applies to rest.  But as I argued earlier, there is no obvious 
asymmetry between motion and rest. 
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can do so at an instant.  But one can revive the puzzle by recalling the present continuous 

version.  Contrary to the traditional reading, since Aristotle allows for ongoing motion or 

rest at an instant, he cannot solve the puzzle by denying (3) in that version.  This, then, 

motivates a different and more general strategy for solving both versions of the puzzle in 8.8. 

 

3. Aristotle’s Treatment of the Stopping and Starting Problem in Physics 8.8 

Physics 8.8 is another place where Aristotle discusses the stopping and starting problem at 

length.  Before we dive into the details, let me begin by clarifying the context and presenting 

some general observations about this chapter. 

        First, 8.8 focuses on continuous motion, especially circular motion, which Aristotle 

takes to be the only kind of eternal continuous motion (261b27-8).  In this context, he adds 

what is sometimes called “the Potentiality Doctrine” (e.g. Rosen 2015, 218) to his accounts 

of continuity:  

POTENTIALITY The continuous has parts and extremities of parts only potentially.   
 

Aristotle particularly takes POTENTIALITY to be important for him to fully solve one of 

Zeno’s paradoxes of motion (263a4-b9).  But the exact meaning of the notion of potentiality 

(δύναμις) in POTENTIALITY is unclear.31  Perhaps one of the motivations for proposing 

POTENTIALITY is that if what is continuous, say a motion, is otherwise actually divided into 

two parts, the extremities between these two parts are two in number and therefore 

contradicts UNITY. 32   Setting this aside, Aristotle does not think that he can rely on 

                                                            
31 For discussion, see Hintikka 1966, Lear 1979, Hussey 1983, Sorabji 1983, Charlton 1991, Bolotin 1993, 
Bostock 2006, Bowin 2007, Coope 2005, 2012, Beere 2009, Rosen 2015, 2021, Cooper 2016, Pfeiffer 2018, 
and Sattler 2020.  
32 Alternatively, many tend to take POTENTIALITY to be motivated by the idea that we should avoid both 
actual infinite magnitude and actual infinite plurality, for nothing is actually infinitely large or small in 
extension or actually infinitely many.  See Hussey 1983, Sorabji 1983, Charlton 1991, Coope 2005, and Cooper 
2016.  Rosen (2021) contends that Aristotle only believes that we should avoid actual infinite magnitude. 
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POTENTIALITY to solve the stopping and starting problem (as we will see shortly, he is 

explicit that unless he appeals to another general principle, he will still be confronted with 

the same problem).  For even if the transition between motion and rest is not actually divided 

into two parts by having two extremities between them but involves just a single extremity, 

it is exactly the single extremity between these two (potential) parts, namely the interval of 

motion and the interval of rest, that causes the problem. 

        Second, in 8.8, Aristotle is cautious about using verbs in the present tense and uses 

imperfect and perfect tenses to clarify the aspects.  As he is sensitive to the imperfective and 

perfective aspects, he clearly has in mind the two different versions of the same puzzle we 

saw in the previous section.  Moreover, unlike in 6.3, where he only solves one version of 

the puzzle, he aims to provide a unified solution to both versions of the puzzle in 8.8 by 

proposing a general principle.  But since he mentions the principle in passing, it is unclear 

what the principle exactly means and whether the principle is well grounded.  This unclarity, 

as we will see later in this section, is the source of controversy in the secondary literature.   

        Third, when illustrating the stopping and starting problem in 8.8, Aristotle particularly 

discusses a transition between two different colored states, white and not-white.  Properties 

such as these are nonrelational and can be instantiated at an instant.  As I argued in the 

previous section, in 6.3, Aristotle denies not that anything can be moving or resting at an 

instant, but just that anything can accomplish a motion or rest at an instant.  This leaves him 

logical space to maintain that moving and resting, just like white and not-white, are 

nonrelational properties and can be instantiated at an instant.  My reading of 6.3, then, fits 

well with Aristotle’s discussion of the same puzzle in 8.8. 
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        Since the case of the transition between white and not-white is so significant, I turn now 

to Aristotle’s discussion of this case, which will lead us to see his suggested general principle 

for solving the puzzle: 

χρόνος ἐφ’ ᾧ ΑΓΒ, πρᾶγμα ἐφ’ ᾧ Δ. τοῦτο ἐν μὲν τῷ Α χρόνῳ λευκόν, ἐν δὲ τῷ Β οὐ λευκόν· ἐν 
τῷ ἄρα Γ λευκὸν καὶ οὐ λευκόν. ἐν ὁτῳοῦν γὰρ τοῦ Α λευκὸν ἀληθὲς εἰπεῖν, εἰ πάντα τὸν 
χρόνον τοῦτον ἦν λευκόν, καὶ ἐν τῷ Β οὐ λευκόν· τὸ δὲ Γ ἐν ἀμφοῖν. οὐκ ἄρα δοτέον ἐν παντί, 
ἀλλὰ πλὴν τοῦ τελευταίου νῦν ἐφ’ οὗ τὸ Γ· τοῦτο δ’ ἤδη τοῦ ὑστέρου. καὶ εἰ ἐγίγνετο οὐ λευκὸν 
καὶ ἐφθείρετο <τὸ> λευκὸν ἐν τῷ Α παντί, γέγονεν ἢ ἔφθαρται ἐν τῷ Γ. 
Suppose a time ACB and an object D.  D is white in the time A and not-white in B.  [D] then 
is white and not-white in C.  For it is true to say that D is white in everything that belongs to 
A, if we were right that it is white in this whole time [A] and not-white in B.  And C is in 
both [A and B].  We then must allow [D to be white] not in the whole [A], but in all of it 
except the last now C.  This [C] already belongs to the later.  And if not-white was becoming 
and white was perishing in the whole A, [not-white] has become or [white] has perished in 
C. (8.8, 263b15-23) 
 

Recall that 8.8 focuses on continuous motion, especially circular motion.  I think this context 

is important for us to understand the case discussed here.  I draw a diagram below to help 

with my analysis of this case: 

 

As the diagram shows, Aristotle takes A and B to pick out two intervals of time divided by 

an instant, C, which belongs to both A and B (C’ is a counterpart of C and marks the change 

from not-white to white, as opposed to C, which marks the change from white to not-white).  

He then supposes that an object, D, changes from white to not white: it is white in the whole 

time A and becomes not-white in the whole time B.  He also supposes that if this is the case, 

then D is white in everything that belongs to A and not-white in everything that belongs to 
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B.  It follows, by modus ponens, that D is white in everything that belongs to A and not-

white in everything that belongs to B.  This intermediate conclusion, along with the earlier 

assumption that C belongs to both A and B, leads to the troublesome final conclusion that 

the same object D is white and not-white at the same instant C, which violates the principle 

of non-contradiction. 

        The above puzzle is structured in the same way as the stopping and starting problem in 

6.3.  If we replace white and not-white with moving and resting, we get the exact same 

puzzle.  Framing the puzzle in this way, though, seems to leave the present tense ambiguous 

in aspects: either D is whitening or is becoming white, or D finishes the process of whitening 

or has become white.  Aristotle clearly recognizes this and deals with this sort of ambiguity 

when he uses both the imperfect and perfect forms of two key verbs: “was becoming vs. has 

become” (ἐγίγνετο vs. γέγονεν) and “was perishing vs. has perished” (ἐφθείρετο vs. ἔφθαρται).  

Because of the ambiguity, there are, again, two different versions of the puzzle.  The first is 

the imperfective version, which corresponds to the present continuous version in 6.3: 

The Imperfective Version: 
(1) An instant, C, belongs to two intervals of time, A and B. 
(2) An object, D, is becoming not-white throughout A and is becoming white throughout B. 
(3) If (2), D is becoming not-white in everything that belongs to A and is becoming white in 
everything that belongs to B. 
(4) So D is becoming not-white in everything that belongs to A and is becoming white in 
everything that belongs to B. [From (2) and (3)] 
(5) So D is becoming not-white in C and is becoming white in C. [From (1) and (4)] 
 

The second is the perfective version, which corresponds to the generic present version in 6.3: 

The Perfective Version: 
(1) An instant, C, belongs to two intervals of time, A and B. 
(2) An object, D, has become white throughout A and has become not-white throughout B. 
(3) If (2), D has become white in everything that belongs to A and has become not-white in 
everything that belongs to B. 
(4) So D has become white in everything that belongs to A and has become not-white in 
everything that belongs to B. [From (2) and (3)] 
(5) So D has become white in C and has become not-white in C. [From (1) and (4)] 
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But the interesting fact is that given that the transition in question is supposed to be circular, 

these two versions of the puzzle collapse into one, because the premises and conclusions in 

both versions are equivalent to one another due to the following facts: 

In A: D is becoming not-white = D has become white 
In B: D is becoming white = D has become not-white  
In C: D is becoming not-white = D has become white; D is becoming white = D has become 
not-white 
 

That is, in a circular transition between white and not-white, when D is becoming not-white, 

D is departing from white and so must have already become white; similarly, when D is 

becoming white, D is departing from not-white and so must have already become not-white.  

Therefore, given the very nature of circular change, if Aristotle solves one version of the 

puzzle, he solves the other.  So in his solution he states that if D is becoming not-white (= 

has become white) in the whole earlier interval of time A, D has become not-white (= is 

becoming white) in C, because he takes C already to belong to B, in which D has become 

not-white (= is becoming white). 

        Now let us take a closer look at Aristotle’s solution in 8.8.  Basically, unlike 6.3, where 

he denies (3) in the generic present version of the puzzle, he denies (1) in either version of 

the puzzle in 8.8 by saying that C always belongs to B rather than A.  Even in cases other 

than circular changes, (1) is assumed in both versions of the puzzle.  So the solution in 8.8 

can be applied broadly.  He discussed the general principle behind this idea earlier in 8.8: 

δῆλον δὲ καὶ ὅτι ἐὰν μή τις ποιῇ τοῦ χρόνου τὸ διαιροῦν σημεῖον τὸ πρότερον καὶ ὕστερον ἀεὶ 
τοῦ ὑστέρου τῷ πράγματι, ἔσται ἅμα τὸ αὐτὸ ὂν καὶ οὐκ ὄν, καὶ ὅτε γέγονεν οὐκ ὄν. τὸ σημεῖον 
μὲν οὖν ἀμφοῖν κοινόν, καὶ τοῦ προτέρου καὶ τοῦ ὑστέρου, καὶ ταὐτὸν καὶ ἓν ἀριθμῷ, λόγῳ δ’ 
οὐ ταὐτόν (τοῦ μὲν γὰρ τελευτή, τοῦ δ’ ἀρχή)· τῷ δὲ πράγματι ἀεὶ τοῦ ὑστέρου πάθους ἐστίν. 
It is also plain that unless the point of time that divides the earlier and the later always belongs 
to the later insofar as the thing is concerned, it will be the case that the same thing is [F] and 
not [F] simultaneously, or that the thing is not [F] when it has become [F].  It is true that the 
point is common to both times, the earlier and the later, and that, while it is one and the same 
in number, it is not so in account, being the end of the one and the beginning of the other; 
but insofar as the thing is concerned it always belongs to the later state. (263b9-12) 
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When Aristotle proposes the new strategy in this passage, his wording is very strong: he says 

that we will face a contradiction unless (ἐὰν μή) the limiting instant of time that divides the 

earlier and the later always belongs to the later (and not to the earlier) “insofar as the thing 

is concerned” (τῷ πράγματι).  This seems to suggest that he takes the only effective way of 

solving the puzzle to be to deny (1).  The idea is that whereas he has already given another 

solution to one version of the puzzle in 6.3, he believes that he needs a unified solution to 

both versions, especially because they collapse into one at least in the case of a circular 

change.   

        Furthermore, when denying (1), Aristotle is very careful: he does not deny (1) without 

qualification but says that (1) is in a way true and in another way not true.  On the one hand, 

(1) is true insofar as time is concerned.  For according to UNITY and POTENTIALITY, the 

limiting instant that (potentially) divides a single continuous time into two intervals surely 

belongs to both.  As he states in the current passage, the limiting instant is one in number 

but two in account, being equally the end of one interval and the beginning of the other.  But 

on the other hand, “insofar as the thing is concerned”, he argues, the limiting instant always 

belongs to the later interval.  “The thing” in this context might be meant to pick out a pathos, 

understood generally as a change, rather than the changing thing, understood as a 

substance.33  It is fine to render the pathos as a state, but the state here is a changing state 

rather than a static state.  For just as a continuous time is (potentially) divided by the limiting 

instant into two intervals of time, a circular change, which is also continuous, is (potentially) 

divided by the limiting instant into two intervals of change.  Read this way, Aristotle’s point 

                                                            
33 For a similar reading, see Simplicius, Comm. Phys. 1294.36-1295.2. 
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is that insofar as the change is concerned, the limiting instant always belongs to the later 

interval. 

        So basically, in 8.8, Aristotle proposes to solve the puzzle by appeal to the following 

principle: 

LATER If the limiting instant divides two intervals of time during which a continuous 
change occurs, then the instant belongs only to the later interval insofar as the change is 
concerned. 
 

Yet he seems to give no further explanation why we should accept LATER other than saying 

that unless we accept it, we will face a contradiction.  Nor does he give an explanation in the 

passage where he discusses the case of a transition between white and not-white.  But other 

things being equal, there are certainly other theoretical options that can serve to avoid the 

contradiction.  For example, as an alternative to LATER, classical topology suggests that the 

limiting instant belongs to either the earlier or the later interval, but not both.34  Aristotle 

might simply dismiss this view by saying that it falls prey to the problem that there is no 

more reason to say that the limiting instant belongs to one interval than to say that the instant 

belongs to the other.  Nonetheless, his solution is vulnerable to the same problem if he in 

fact gives no further reason for privileging the later interval over the earlier one.  But maybe 

he gives one: the limiting instant must belong to the later interval rather than the earlier one 

because otherwise the same object would be not-F when it has become F.  This is an 

interesting suggestion and might be enough to allay some unease about LATER, though not 

all.  For one could still worry that this seems simply to stipulate or presuppose a theory of 

change, according to which the limiting instant is the first instant after the change rather than 

                                                            
34 For discussion, see e.g. Casati and Varzi 1999. 
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the last instant before the change.  Without saying more to support such a theory, Aristotle 

has not yet given a sufficient reason for believing LATER. 

        Many modern commentators have attempted to find a way out for Aristotle.  Among 

them, some, such as Sorabji (1983, 413-14) and Strobach (1998, 57), have appealed to the 

larger context of Aristotle’s discussion of continuity in Physics 6, showing that his theory of 

continuity in general leads him to endorse LATER.  The central idea is that for all continuous 

changes there is no last instant at which an object has not reached the end-state.  For example, 

if we think of the object D as a white wall involving a continuous process of fading light, 

then there is a continuum of shades from white to black and thus no last shade before black 

which contains a minimum amount of white.  I take it that this reading implicitly assumes 

DIVISIBILITY, which licenses the inference from the continuum of shades from white to 

black to no last shade before black which contains a minimum amount of white.  The point 

is that as the continuum of shades from white to black is infinitely divisible, it is impossible 

to find the last shade before black which contains a minimum amount of white.  Furthermore, 

to deduce the result that the instant of transition belongs only to the later interval, we would 

need to add another assumption: if there is no last instant of the earlier interval at which D 

is white, then there is a first instant of the later interval at which D is black and this is the 

limiting instant. 

        Although the assumptions in the above argument seem intuitively appealing, justifying 

LATER based on DIVISIBILITY gives rise to a fundamental difficulty for Aristotle.  As I 

showed in Section 1, DIVISIBILITY depends crucially on UNITY.  Now if we rely on 

DIVISIBILITY to show that the limiting instant belongs only to the later interval, then we 

will have to show also that the same is implied by UNITY.  However, UNITY simply shows 
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that the limiting instant as that which divides two intervals of time belongs to both intervals, 

while this by no means implies LATER.  I therefore doubt if any of the general accounts of 

continuity were to have enough resource to justify LATER, which is particularly a principle 

about change.  To see how Aristotle would justify this principle, we need to look at his theory 

of change rather than only one or more of his general accounts of continuity. 

        Indeed, some scholars have appealed to Aristotle’s theory of change to justify LATER.  

For example, Cohoe (2016) has argued that there is a general rule that underlies Aristotle’s 

reasoning, the so-called “Changes are Open, Rests are Closed Rule” (I will call it “Cohoe’s 

Rule” for short).  According to Cohoe’s Rule, intervals of change are open in the sense that 

they do not include the first or last instant of change, while intervals of rest are closed in the 

sense that they include the first and last instants of rest.  Cohoe tries to justify this rule by 

citing some assumptions Aristotle makes in his theory of change.35  One assumption is that 

the end of change is external to change and belongs to the interval of rest immediately 

following the interval of change.  I largely agree with Cohoe on this point and have discussed 

it in detail in Chapter 1.  Another assumption is that there is no beginning of change.  

Aristotle makes this assumption in Physics 6.5, saying that “there is no beginning of change, 

nor any first part of the time at which a thing was changing” (οὐ γὰρ ἔστιν ἀρχὴ μεταβολῆς, 

οὐδ’ ἐν ᾧ πρώτῳ τοῦ χρόνου μετέβαλλεν, 236a14-15).36  Cohoe takes this to mean that the 

                                                            
35  Before Cohoe, Sorabji (1983, 406) proposed a similar solution to the stopping and starting problem, 
according to which there is neither first nor last instant of motion, but there are first and last instants of rest.  
But the rationale for Sorabji’s solution is different, and Sorabji does not mean to ascribe his solution directly 
to Aristotle.  For discussion, see also Bartha 2001, 5.  Maybe Cohoe is after Morison (2013, 187), who expressly 
claims that “Aristotle is committed to the theory that changes occupy open intervals of time”, although, as we 
will see shortly, Morison would have reservations about Cohoe’s defense of this view. 
36 Aristotle repeats the same point later in the same chapter, to which Cohoe directly refers: “there is any first 
part neither of what is changing nor of the time in which it is changing” (ὅτι μὲν οὖν οὔτε τοῦ μεταβάλλοντος 
οὔτ’ ἐν ᾧ μεταβάλλει χρόνῳ πρῶτον οὐθέν ἐστιν, 6.5, 236a35-6). 
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beginning of change, understood as the first instant of change, is external to change as well 

and belongs to the earlier interval of rest. 

        But Cohoe’s second move is controversial: as both Strobach (1998) and Morison (2013) 

have pointed out, Aristotle’s denial of the beginning of change or first part of time at which 

an object was changing in 6.5 is meant to deny the existence of the first interval of time at 

which an object was changing.37  Leaving aside the controversy here, Cohoe’s Rule, given 

his denial of the first instant of change, immediately contradicts LATER when they are used 

to solve the starting problem, which concerns an object’s transition from rest to motion.  

According to Cohoe’s Rule, the object must be resting at the limiting instant, because there 

is no first instant of change and the limiting instant, as the last instant of the interval of rest, 

is included within the interval of rest.  However, according to LATER, the object must be 

moving at the limiting instant, because that instant belongs to the later interval, which is the 

interval of motion.  That Cohoe’s Rule and LATER contradict each other when they are 

applied to solve the starting problem shows that Aristotle cannot use the former to justify 

the latter. 

        Whereas these modern commentators’ readings of LATER face difficulties, I think they 

give important clues on how we should read it.  Strobach, for example, has correctly pointed 

out that the basic idea behind LATER is that there is no last instant before change, but there 

is a first instant after change, although we still need to figure out Aristotle’s best justification 

of this idea.  Cohoe, in contrast, is in the right place (i.e. Aristotle’s theory of change) to find 

a justification for LATER and yet misses a simple and more literal reading of LATER by 

working with a different principle.  To make progress, I shall argue in the following section 

                                                            
37 I will further argue in the next section that the denial of the first interval of time in which an object is changing 
does not imply the denial of the first instant of time at which an object is changing. 
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that we can see a close connection between LATER and Aristotle’s theory of change by 

paying closer attention especially to his theory of the boundary of change. 

 

4. Defending Aristotle’s Solution to the Stopping and Starting Problem in Physics 8.8 

This section aims to show how Aristotle could justify LATER, which is his general strategy 

for solving the stopping and starting problem in Physics 8.8, by appeal to his own theory of 

the boundary of change. 

        If my reading of LATER in the previous section is correct, the plausibility of this 

principle turns on a particular theory of change.  Now recall that, as I showed in Chapter 1, 

Aristotle defines boundaries of changing processes exclusively in terms of ends external to 

processes.  His main reason for this is that only ends determine the identity of processes by 

determining their directedness and thus are boundaries that can be used to individuate 

processes,38 while each process, as an incomplete actuality of an object’s potentiality of 

being in a certain end-state, has an end external to the process itself.  Since Aristotle offers 

a coherent theory showing that the end of a process, as the boundary of the process, is 

external to the process, he proposes LATER and assigns the last instant of change to the later 

interval on principled grounds.  So understood, his solution to the stopping and starting 

problem in 8.8 by appeal to LATER is a satisfying solution, without falling prey to the 

problem that there is no more reason to assign the limiting instant to one interval rather than 

the other.  

        However, this leaves us with a further difficulty.  Apparently, the case of a transition 

between white and not-white, understood as a circular change, is not exactly like the 

                                                            
38 As I further argued in Chapter 1, Aristotle could justify this point by appeal to an endurantist view of the 
existence of processes.  For discussion of the endurantist view, see also Section 2. 
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transition between moving and resting.  For unlike the former case, in which the object is 

constantly changing, in the latter case the object appears to involve no change at all when it 

is resting.  If so, even though Aristotle might solve the stopping problem by applying his 

theory of the boundary of a change to the transition from moving to resting, he could not 

solve the starting problem by applying the same theory, as the latter concerns a transition 

from resting to moving. 

        I think this difficulty will be dissolved once we see that Aristotle understands resting 

differently than we often do.  He, unlike many of us, does not conflate resting with simply 

remaining in a certain state.  Of course, we often say that an object rests when it is now in 

the same state as it was in an earlier time (6.8, 239a15-16).  But when we say this we are 

using the present tense of the verb “rest” (ἠρεμεῖν) as a generic present, meaning that an 

object accomplishes a rest by now.  Alternatively, as I argued in Section 2, the present tense 

of “rest” can be used as the present continuous, meaning that an object is resting now.  So 

understood, resting is a certain ongoing state, which can be underivatively present at an 

instant (I thus understand resting as an endurant as opposed to a perdurant).  What ongoing 

state, then, is resting according to Aristotle? 

        He certainly takes resting to be a contrary of moving (Cat. 14, 15b1; Phys. 5.6, 229b25-

6).  For the properties of moving and resting, when applied to the same object at the same 

time, are mutually inconsistent, though not mutually exhaustive.  He further offers a positive 

account of resting in the following passage: 

ἀκίνητον δ’ ἐστὶ τό τε ὅλως ἀδύνατον κινηθῆναι, ὥσπερ ὁ ψόφος ἀόρατος, καὶ τὸ ἐν πολλῷ 
χρόνῳ μόλις κινούμενον ἢ τὸ βραδέως ἀρχόμενον, ὃ λέγεται δυσκίνητον, καὶ τὸ πεφυκὸς μὲν 
κινεῖσθαι καὶ δυνάμενον, μὴ κινούμενον δὲ τότε ὅτε πέφυκε καὶ οὗ καὶ ὥς, ὅπερ ἠρεμεῖν καλῶ 
τῶν ἀκινήτων μόνον· 
The immovable is that which is entirely incapable of being moved, just as sound is invisible, 
or is that which is scarcely moved for a long time or whose movement is slow at the 
beginning, which means hard to move, or that which is by nature capable of moving, but is 
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not yet moving when, where, and as it would by nature be so, the only sort of the immovable 
that I call “resting”. (5.2, 226b10-15) 
 

Aristotle is explicit that resting applies just to that which is capable of moving, but is not yet 

moving.  So understood, resting implies the capacity of moving, which allows for the 

transition from resting to moving.  Now the question is whether the state of resting is 

compatible with any change involved in that state.  At first sight, it seems paradoxical to say 

that an object, which is now resting, involves any (actual) change.  For to say that an object 

is now changing contradicts the fact that it is now resting.  But recall that in the case of a 

transition between white and not-white, the fact that the object remains to be white or not-

white in either interval is compatible with the fact that the object is changing in either interval.  

More specifically, in the interval of not-white, the object is actually not-white, but it is also 

potentially white and is becoming white.  Likewise, given Aristotle’s definition of resting, 

in the interval of resting, the object is actually resting, but it is also potentially moving and 

may involve the process of becoming moving.  This is the case especially when we speak of 

the transition from resting to moving, in which the object is becoming moving in the interval 

of resting.  Consequently, the same justification of LATER in terms of Aristotle’s theory of 

the boundary of a change is applicable to the transition from resting to moving and therefore 

helps him solve the starting problem. 

        Still, the direct application of LATER to the transition from resting to moving, which 

implies that there is a first instant of change, might strike some as problematic.  Those who 

read 6.5 as suggesting that there is no first instant of change would worry that my reading 

makes 8.8 at odds with 6.5.  But I disagree with this reading.  On my reading, 6.5 shows 

only that there is no first interval of change, not that there is no first instant of change.  To 
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see this, I suggest that we look at Aristotle’s famous argument against the first time of change 

in 6.5:  

ἔστω γὰρ πρῶτον ἐφ’ ᾧ τὸ ΑΔ… ἐπεὶ δ’ οὐκ ἔστιν ἀμερές, ἀνάγκη διαιρετὸν εἶναι καὶ ἐν 
ὁτῳοῦν τῶν τούτου μεταβεβληκέναι· διαιρεθέντος γὰρ τοῦ ΑΔ, εἰ μὲν ἐν μηδετέρῳ 
μεταβέβληκεν, οὐδ’ ἐν τῷ ὅλῳ· εἰ δ’ ἐν ἀμφοῖν μεταβάλλει καὶ ἐν τῷ παντί, εἴτ’ ἐν θατέρῳ 
μεταβέβληκεν, οὐκ ἐν τῷ ὅλῳ πρώτῳ. ὥστε ἀνάγκη ἐν ὁτῳοῦν μεταβεβληκέναι. φανερὸν 
τοίνυν ὅτι οὐκ ἔστιν ἐν ᾧ πρώτῳ μεταβέβληκεν· ἄπειροι γὰρ αἱ διαιρέσεις. 
For suppose that AD is a first time…Since then AD is not without parts, it must be divisible, 
and the changing thing must have changed in every part of it.  For if it has changed in either 
of the two parts into which AD is divided, it has not changed in the whole either; if, on the 
other hand, it is changing in both parts, it is likewise changing in the whole; and if, again, it 
has changed in one of the two parts, the whole is not the first time in which it has changed: 
it must therefore have changed in every part. It is evidence, then, that there is no first time 
in which it has changed; for the divisions are infinite. (236a15-16, 20-7) 
 

The conclusion here states that there is no first time in which an object has changed.  Also, 

it was assumed earlier in the passage that the first time has parts and is divisible.  So clearly 

Aristotle is speaking of a first time as an interval rather than an instant, for an instant has no 

parts and is indivisible and it is impossible to accomplish a change at an instant.  So when 

he denies that there is a first time of change, he means to deny not that there is a first instant 

at which an object is changing, but just that there is a first interval in which an object has 

changed.  Yet one might object that the denial of the latter implies the denial of the former.39   

        But this is not Aristotle’s view: his denial of a first interval of change is compatible 

with the existence of a first instant of change.40  For his argument against a first interval of 

change relies crucially on the assumption that an interval of change is continuous by being 

infinitely divisible, while the truth of this assumption is compatible with the fact that the 

interval of change is finite in length by having instants as extremities that bound itself (6.2, 

                                                            
39 Unlike Cohoe (2016), who reads Aristotle as directly denying a first instant of change in 6.5, Sorabji (1983) 
and Morison (1993) recognize that Aristotle’s argument there directly rules out a first interval of change rather 
than a first instant of change, though they maintain that the argument carries implications for instants. 
40 Strobach’s (1998) view seems to coincide with mine: the limiting instant at the end of a changing process is 
the first instant at which an object starts to change, which Aristotle accepts although he denies the existence of 
the first interval in which an object has changed. 
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233a24-6).  The idea, then, is that if we assume that an object is continuously changing 

during a finite interval of time, then we can never find a first interval of change because the 

whole interval of change is infinitely divisible and there will always be an earlier interval in 

which the object has changed, ad infinitum.  There is nothing incoherent in maintaining that 

there is a first instant of change while denying that there is a first interval of change within 

the larger interval. 

        Aristotle can thus deny that there is a first interval of change while accepting that there 

is a first instant of change.  Similarly, when he makes parallel arguments in 6.8 to deny that 

there is a first interval of rest, he can maintain that there is a first instant of rest.  All this 

shows that his solution to the stopping and starting problem in 8.8 by appeal to LATER, 

which implies that there is a first instant of change or rest, is compatible with his denial of a 

first interval of change or rest elsewhere. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Aristotle’s solutions to the stopping and starting problem in Physics 6.3 and 8.8 are different.  

This is partly because the versions of the puzzle that he handles in these writings are slightly 

different.  But the differences should not be overly exaggerated.  At the very least, he does 

not mean to hold inconsistent views by denying the possibility of motion or rest at an instant 

in 6.3 while accepting this possibility in 8.8.  Rather, in both writings, he allows for moving 

or resting at an instant, but just denies that an object can accomplish a motion or rest at an 

instant.  His denial of the latter is significant because the initial framing of the stopping and 

starting problem in 6.3 turns on an assumption that affirms the latter.  So understood, 

Aristotle’s physics does not contradict modern dynamics, as both theories allow for ongoing 
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motion at an instant and thus instantaneous velocity.  Nor does Aristotle make his physical 

theory incoherent.  Yet the lack of mathematical tools for deriving instantaneous velocity 

from average velocity might have kept him from thinking of ongoing motion as derived from 

a completed event.  He turns instead to an endurantist framework, treating ongoing motion 

as underivatively existing at an instant.  This metaphysical view might have led him to solve 

a version of the stopping and starting problem in terms of ongoing motion or rest at an instant.  

But solving this version of the puzzle forces him to figure out a more general strategy that 

can be used to solve both versions of the same puzzle, especially because both versions 

collapse into one in the case of a circular change.  So he returns to this puzzle in 8.8 and 

solves it by denying, in a qualified way, a common assumption in both versions of the puzzle: 

an instant that divides two intervals of time belongs to both.  His appeal to LATER then 

represents his eventual solution to this old, thorny puzzle, which further relies on his theory 

of the boundary of change. 
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